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Abstract
Peer effects, in which the behavior of an individual is affected by the behavior of their
peers, are posited by multiple theories in the social sciences. Other processes can also pro-
duce behaviors that are correlated in networks and groups, thereby generating debate about
the credibility of observational (i.e. nonexperimental) studies of peer effects. Random-
ized field experiments that identify peer effects, however, are often expensive or infeasible.
Thus, many studies of peer effects use observational data, and prior evaluations of causal
inference methods for adjusting observational data to estimate peer effects have lacked an
experimental “gold standard” for comparison. Here we show, in the context of information
and media diffusion on Facebook, that high-dimensional adjustment of a nonexperimental
control group (677 million observations) using propensity score models produces estimates
of peer effects statistically indistinguishable from those from using a large randomized ex-
periment (220 million observations). Naive observational estimators overstate peer effects
by 320% and commonly used variables (e.g., demographics) offer little bias reduction, but
adjusting for a measure of prior behaviors closely related to the focal behavior reduces
bias by 91%. High-dimensional models adjusting for over 3,700 past behaviors provide
additional bias reduction, such that the full model reduces bias by over 97%. This ex-
perimental evaluation demonstrates that detailed records of individuals’ past behavior can
improve studies of social influence, information diffusion, and imitation; these results are
encouraging for the credibility of some studies but also cautionary for studies of rare or
new behaviors. More generally, these results show how large, high-dimensional data sets
and statistical learning techniques can be used to improve causal inference in the behavioral
sciences.
* We are grateful to L. Adamic, S. Aral, J. Bailenson, J. H. Fowler, W. H. Hobbs, G.
W. Imbens, S. Messing, C. Nass, M. Nowak, A. B. Owen, A. Peysakhovich, B. Reeves, D.
Rogosa, J. Sekhon, A. C. Thomas, J. Ugander, and participants in seminars at New York
University Stern School of Business, Stanford University Graduate School of Business,
UC Berkeley Department of Biostatistics, Johns Hopkins University Bloomberg School
of Public Health, University of Chicago Booth School of Business, Columbia University
Department of Statistics, and UC Davis Department of Statistics for comments on this
work. D.E. was previously an employee of Facebook while contributing to this research
and is a contractor with Facebook. D.E. and E.B. have significant financial interests in
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1 Introduction
Understanding how the behavior of individuals is affected by the behavior of their peers is
of central importance for the social and behavioral sciences, and many theories suggest that
positive peer effects are ubiquitous (Sherif, 1936; Blume, 1995; Centola and Macy, 2007; Gra-
novetter, 1978; Manski, 2000; Montanari and Saberi, 2010). However, it has been difficult to
identify and estimate peer effects in situ. Much of the most credible evidence about peer effects
in humans and primates comes from small experiments in artificial social environments (Asch,
1956; Sherif, 1936; Whiten et al., 2005; Herbst and Mas, 2015). In some cases, field experi-
ments modulating tie formation and group membership (Sacerdote, 2001; Zimmerman, 2003;
Lyle, 2007; Carrell et al., 2009; Centola, 2010; Firth et al., 2016), shocks to group or peer be-
havior (Aplin et al., 2015; Banerjee et al., 2013; Bond et al., 2012; Cai et al., 2015; Eckles et al.,
2016; van de Waal et al., 2013), or subsequent exposure to peer behaviors (Aral and Walker,
2011; Bakshy et al., 2012a; Salganik et al., 2006) have been possible, but in many cases these
experimental designs are infeasible. Thus, much recent work on peer effects uses observational
data from new large-scale measurement of behavior (Aral et al., 2009; Bakshy et al., 2011; Frig-
geri et al., 2014; Ugander et al., 2012; Allen et al., 2013) or longitudinal surveys (Christakis and
Fowler, 2007; Iyengar et al., 2011; Banerjee et al., 2013; Card and Giuliano, 2013; Christakis
and Fowler, 2013; Fortin and Yazbeck, 2015). Many of these studies are expected to suffer
from substantial confounding of peer effects with other processes that also produce clustering
of behavior in social networks, such as homophily (McPherson et al., 2001) and external causes
common to network neighbors. Thus, even when issues of simultaneity (including “reflection”,
Manski, 1993) can be avoided, it is thus generally not possible to identify peer effects using
observational data without the often suspect assumption that adjusting for available covariates
is sufficient to make peer behavior unconfounded (i.e., as-if randomly assigned; Shalizi and
Thomas, 2011; Angrist, 2014). However, even if these assumptions are not strictly satisfied,
some observational estimators, especially those that adjust for numerous or particularly rele-
vant behavioral variables, may have relatively small bias in practice, such that the bias is small
compared with other sources of error (e.g., sampling error) or is small enough to not change
choices of theories or policies.
Using a massive field experiment as a “gold standard”, we conduct a constructed observa-
tional study by adding a nonexperimental control group to a randomized experiment (LaLonde,
1986; Dehejia and Wahba, 1999, 2002; Hill et al., 2004) to assess bias in observational estima-
tors of peer effects in the diffusion of information and media, which has been widely studied
(Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955; Wu et al., 2011; Berger, 2011; Myers et al., 2012; Bakshy et al.,
2012b, 2015; Friggeri et al., 2014; Cheng et al., 2014; Flaxman et al., 2016; Goel et al., 2015).
Diffusion of information and media, especially via Internet services, is now central to multiple
topics in applied research, including studies of product adoption (Goel et al., 2015) and politi-
cal participation (Friggeri et al., 2014; Bakshy et al., 2015; Barbera´ et al., 2015; Flaxman et al.,
2016; Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017). The present work is the first to experimentally evaluate
state-of-the-art estimators for observational studies of peer effects, and it does so in a setting of
substantial and increasing relevance.
We review related work in the next subsection. Section 2 describes the randomized exper-
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iment, observational data, and estimators used in this study. Section 3 compares the resulting
experimental and observational estimates of peer effects, where we find substantial variation
among the performance of the observational estimators.
1.1 Related work
Prior evaluations of observational estimators of peer effects lacked comparison with an exper-
iment and instead relied on sensitivity analysis (VanderWeele, 2011), simulations (Thomas,
2013), and analyses when the absence of peer effects is assumed (Cohen-Cole and Fletcher,
2008). For this reason, we review prior work on peer effects in this section, but also consider
observational–experimental comparisons in other areas of study. While causal inference for
peer effects faces distinctive threats to validity (e.g., homophily), the present study also has
methodological advantages over many prior observational–experimental comparisons for edu-
cational, medical, and public policy interventions (e.g., LaLonde, 1986; Heckman et al., 1997;
Dehejia and Wahba, 1999, 2002; Hill et al., 2004; Michalopoulos et al., 2004; Diaz and Handa,
2006; Shadish et al., 2008). Unlike other constructed observational studies (where, e.g., dif-
ferent survey questions were used for the experimental and nonexperimental data (Diaz and
Handa, 2006)), here measures and outcomes for the experimental and nonexperimental data
are identically defined and measured. Furthermore, unlike prior “double-randomized” designs
(Shadish et al., 2008), this study has sufficient statistical power to detect confounding bias and
examines processes that cause exposure in situ. Here we are able to study peer effects across
many distinct behaviors and evaluate high-dimensional adjustment for covariates that can be
constructed from routinely collected behavioral data, rather than custom-made survey instru-
ments (Diaz and Handa, 2006; Shadish et al., 2008; Pohl et al., 2009). In the remainder of this
section, we make more detailed comparisons with such prior evaluation of observational meth-
ods outside the study of peer effects. We focus on single-study comparisons, where the prior
work is most similar to the present contribution. We highlight some of the sources of ambiguity
in this prior work and note the advances of the present study with respect to methodology and
applicability to contemporary research.
1.1.1 Simulations
Simulations can be used to evaluate observational methods under known models for selection
into the treatment. Of course, simulations require assuming both selection and outcome models,
which are typically unknown for the circumstances of interest. Simulations have been used to
evaluate the consequences of adjustment for additional covariates (Steiner et al., 2015), which
need not always be bias reducing (Ding and Miratrix, 2015). In the context of peer effects, sim-
ulations have been used to illustrate how peer effects are confounded with homophily (Shalizi
and Thomas, 2011) and the consequences of specific modeling choices (Thomas, 2013). Real-
ism can be somewhat improved by using real data as a starting point for a simulation, e.g., by
only simulating the missing potential outcomes (e.g., Imai and van Dyk, 2004) but using real
covariates and treatment data. Nonetheless, simulations are limited in their ability to tell us
about the magnitude of bias and bias reduction in practice.
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1.1.2 Meta-analyses
Meta-analyses of observational and experimental studies are sometimes used to assess the bias
of observational methods. For example, Hemkens et al. (2016) compare experimental and ob-
servational studies of effects of several clinical treatments on mortality. Similarly, Schuemie
et al. (2014) examine numerous studies using routinely collected data and demonstrates how
dependent observational estimates can be on specific modeling choices. Meta-analyses often
face the problem that the observational and experimental studies differ in numerous ways be-
sides how units were assigned to treatment. These differences include the populations sampled
from, the implementation of the treatment, and the outcomes measures may all differ. In the
context of peer effects, meta-analysis is especially difficult because of the small number of field
experiments previously conducted. One recent meta-analytic study of peer effects in worker
productivity (Herbst and Mas, 2015) is able to compare lab experiments with field studies, but
the field studies are largely not randomized experiments; they do not attempt a comparison of
field experiments and observational studies.1 To our knowledge, the experiment we use is the
only large field experiment identifying peer effects in online information diffusion. So a meta-
analysis here would be limited to comparing a single experimental estimate (or a small number
of estimates) to a number of observational estimates.
1.1.3 Single-study comparisons
Single-study comparisons — such as the present work — involve comparing the results from a
single study that includes observations where some units are randomly assigned and other units
are not randomly assigned. Among single-study comparisons, one can distinguish between
studies that combine such data by different means.
Constructed observational studies. First, there are studies in which an existing ran-
domized experiment is augmented by adding observational data — usually by adding a non-
experimental control group (NECG); these are sometimes called constructed observational
studies (Hill et al., 2004; Hill, 2008), since an observational study is constructed by the addition
of data to an experiment. Prominent examples of constructed observational studies have com-
pared observational and experimental estimates of effects of job training programs (LaLonde,
1986; Heckman et al., 1997; Dehejia and Wahba, 1999, 2002), social welfare interventions (e.g.,
conditional cash transfers, Diaz and Handa, 2006), welfare-to-work programs (Michalopoulos
et al., 2004), and medical interventions (Hill et al., 2004)). There are a small number of papers
that conduct quantitative (Heinsman and Shadish, 1996; Glazerman et al., 2003) or qualitative
(Michalopoulos et al., 2004; Cook et al., 2008; Wong et al., 2016) reviews of these within-study
comparisons, though the set of available studies to review has been dominated by studies of
job-training and other educational treatments.
1 There are two field studies with random assignment. Both use random assignment of peers, rather than
random assignment of exposure to peer behavior. Goto et al. (2011) estimate peer effects in the productivity of rice
planters; this estimate is the largest of any lab or field study in the meta-analysis. Guryan et al. (2009) estimate peer
effects in the performance of professional golfers; they find no significant peer effects. These distinctive settings
and results illustrate the challenge of conducting a meta-analysis such that randomized and observational studies
are comparable.
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The results of these constructed observational studies have often been ambiguous for mul-
tiple reasons. First, different choices of models and theory-driven criteria for excluding units
yield dramatically different comparisons with the experimental estimates. For example, in eval-
uating a job training program, Dehejia and Wahba (2002) exclude units that do not have earning
data for two prior periods, based on theoretical reasons to expect a dip in earnings right before
the decision to enroll; other authors have highlighted how consequential this decision is for the
results (Smith and Todd, 2005; Dehejia, 2005; Hill, 2008). Second, while it has been com-
mon to interpret observational–experimental discrepancies as due to bias in the observational
estimators, there are often other explanations. Though constructed observational studies aim
to avoid the incomparability of observational and experimental estimates that occurs in meta-
analyses, Shadish et al. (2008) argue that many constructed observational studies “confound
assignment method with other study features” (p. 1335), such as the places or times data is
sampled from, the implementation of the treatments, the version of the measures used as co-
variates or outcomes, and different patterns of missing data. For example, while Diaz and Handa
(2006) find experimental–observational discrepancies in estimated effects of a conditional cash
transfer program, for many of the outcomes these can be attributed to differences in the survey
measures used for the experimental and observational data. Despite these limitations, of the six
observational–experimental comparisons they review, Cook et al. (2008) categorize Diaz and
Handa (2006), along with Shadish et al. (2008), as one of the two less ambiguous comparisons.
Doubly randomized preference trials. Second, there are studies in which units are ran-
domly assigned to whether they will be randomly assigned to treatment or whether another
process (e.g., self-selection when given a choice) will determine their treatment. This design
is sometimes called a doubly randomized preference trial (DRPT) (Long et al., 2008; Shadish
et al., 2008). Shadish et al. (2008) motivate its use for evaluating observational methods by
noting some of the shortcomings of constructed observational studies we have described above:
a DRPT involves only varying the assignment method, while holding constant the population,
treatment implementation, and measures.
Papers reporting on DRPTs have argued they provide evidence about the bias of observa-
tional estimators and which types of covariates and analysis methods most reduce that bias.
Shadish et al. (2008, p. 1341) conclude that “this study suggests that adjusted results from non-
randomized experiments can approximate results from randomized experiments.” Steiner et al.
(2010, p. 260) describe their analysis as having “identified the specific contributions” made by
different sets of covariates. Pohl et al. (2009), who conduct a smaller replication of this DRPT,
conclude that “we have shown that it is possible to model the selection process and to get an
unbiased treatment effect even with nonrandomized experiments” (p. 475) and that “the choice
of covariates made all the difference, and the mode of data analysis [regression adjustment,
propensity score methods] did not” (p. 474).
DRPTs are a useful tool for evaluating observational methods, but the DPRTs conducted to
date have important threats to their statistical and external validity. The two DRPTs described
above have relatively small samples (n = 445 and n = 202) for making a comparison between
estimates computed on disjoint halves of the data. The conclusions reviewed above are appar-
ently not based on formal statistical inference: for Shadish et al. (2008) and Steiner et al. (2010)
the experimental and unadjusted observational estimates are statistically indistinguishable, so
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their results are “basically descriptive” (Steiner et al., 2010, p. 256). The same is true of the
smaller replication by Pohl et al. (2009). Thus, there is no evidence of any bias to be reduced
or eliminated. Of course, depending on how much bias was expected, this could be notable on
its own. While these papers do not report such tests, the comparisons among different obser-
vational estimators will generally have greater power. A reanalysis of the results reported in
Steiner et al. (2010) suggests that at least some of the observational estimators are converging
to different estimands; see Supplementary Information Section 5. Thus, if these studies do pro-
vide formal statistical evidence for bias and bias reduction, it is through comparison of multiple
observational estimators that would all converge to the same quantity in the absence of bias;
that is, the randomized experiment arm of these particular DRPTs does not contribute evidence
of bias or bias reduction.
Besides issues of statistical validity, DRPTs can lack external validity and relevance to use of
routinely collected data for social science. In addition to using convenience samples of college
students, many of the factors that are expected to contribute to confounding bias are absent from
the self-selection process in the non-randomized arms of the DRPTs. That is, the participants
are presented with a choice between two alternative activities (math and vocabulary exercises),
so it is not that some people are unaware of some of the choices, unable to choose them because
of costs, etc. This simplification is especially notable for rare treatments. In the context of peer
effects, where the treatment is exposure to, e.g., a friend’s adoption of a product or sharing of a
URL, such rarity is common.
Differences with the present study. We have described the present study as a constructed
observational study, in that we graft observational data (the NECG) onto a randomized experi-
ment. Like some other constructed observational studies, the present study has the advantage of
evaluating observation methods when applied to the actual processes of selection into treatment
(i.e., exposure to a peer behavior) in situ.
The present study also enjoys some of the advantages of DRPTs. Like DRPTs, the ex-
perimental control group and the non-experimental control group are drawn from the same
population and all of the variables are measured in the same way. In fact, our NECG consists of
individuals and items drawn from the same population of individuals and items in the experi-
ment. Thus, the main explanation of any observational–experimental discrepancies is a process
that causes users to be selected into exposure to URLs they are more (or less) likely to share —
that is, confounding by, e.g., homophily, common external causes, and past influence.
Because there are millions of distinct URLs that can be grouped into thousands of domains,
each of which is analyzed separately, the present study also allows for a form of internal repli-
cation that makes it similar to meta-analysis. Other single-study comparisons have usually only
studied a single contrast between two treatments.
The present study is of particular relevance to other contemporary empirical research that
makes use of new sources of routinely collected data about human behavior, such as from
Internet services and economic activity. This is in contrast to some of the prior work that made
use of custom purpose-built measures (e.g., measures of preferences for one treatment over
another, as in DRPTs) that are of less relevance to use of routinely collected data.
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2 Data and method
We analyze a large experiment that randomly modulated the primary mechanism of peer effects
in information and media sharing behaviors on Facebook: the Facebook News Feed (Bakshy
et al., 2012b). Facebook users can share links to particular Web pages (URLs), which is a
common way of disseminating news, entertainment, and other information and media. Using
a cryptographic hash function, a small percentage of user–URL pairs were randomly assigned
to a no feed condition in which News Feed stories about a peer sharing that URL were not
displayed to that focal user. Deliveries of these stories and held out deliveries (i.e., those for
pairs in the no feed condition) were recorded. Taking exposure to a peer sharing a URL as the
treatment, this experiment identifies peer effects for users who would have been exposed to peer
sharing. These peer effects may arise from multiple processes, including peer sharing exposing
egos to novel information, as is typical in many diffusion and product-adoption settings. Unlike
other work (Bakshy et al., 2012a) that holds the content fixed and only considers the presence
of a peer’s name being linked to the content, this experiment targets an estimand that combines
these effects. Key causal quantities identified by the experiment include the relative risk of
sharing, RR = p(1)/ p(0), and the risk difference of sharing (i.e., the average treatment effect
on the treated), δ = p(1) − p(0), where p(1) is the probability of sharing a particular URL when
exposed to a peer sharing that URL for those that would be exposed and p(0) is the probability
of sharing a particular URL when not exposed to a peer sharing that URL for those that would
be exposed. Note that p(0), but not p(1), involves a counterfactual.
2.1 Propensity score modeling and stratification
All of the observational estimators evaluated here are the result of post-stratification (i.e., sub-
classfication) by the domain name of the URL (e.g., for the URL http://www.cnn.com/
article_x, the domain is www.cnn.com); that is, per-domain estimates are combined
weighting by the number of exposed observations per domain. The adjusted estimators ad-
ditionally use granular stratification on estimated propensity scores (Rosenbaum and Rubin,
1983, 1984; Rubin, 1997). The propensity score e(Xiu) = Pr(Eiu = 1 | Xiu) is the probability
that user i is exposed to a peer sharing URL u, where Xiu are variables describing that user–
URL pair (Rosenbaum and Rubin, 1984). In an observational study, researchers typically rely
on the following assumptions. Under conditional unconfoundedness, the potential outcomes are
independent of the exposure, (Yiu(0), Yiu(1)) ⊥ |Xiu. Under overlap or positivity, units have
positive conditional probability of exposure and non-exposure, e(Xiu) ∈ (0, 1). Conditional
unconfoundedness implies that exposure is also unconfounded conditional on e(Xiu). In obser-
vational studies, propensity scores are estimated using available covariates and conditioned on
using regression adjustment, matching, weighting, or post-stratification. We estimate propen-
sity scores using L2-penalized logistic regression (i.e., logistic ridge regression) using different
sets of predictors. We set the L2 penalty λ = 0.5. The effect of the penalty on the resulting
estimates is expected to be small for two reasons. First, the estimated scores are used for strat-
ification, so only the rank of the scores matters for the analysis; thus, the size of the penalty
primarily serves to control how much more small principal components are shrunk than the
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larger principal components. Note that for linear ridge regression with a univariate or orthonor-
mal basis, the penalty has no effect on the ranks of the scores. Second, most of the models
have many more observations than input dimensions; even for models with M, since this matrix
is sparse, for domains with a small number of observations, only some of the columns have
any non-zero values. Thus, changes to λ are expected to produce only small changes to the
estimates. Analysis of other penalties λ ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 5, 50} (not shown) was consistent with this
expectation.
Since the true model for peer and ego behavior is expected to be highly heterogeneous across
very different URLs, we fit a separate model for each domain. This also facilitates a form of
internal replication. So for model m, the estimated propensity score for user i being exposed to
a URL u from domain d is
eˆd(Xiu) = logit−1
(
Xiuβˆd
)
.
This procedure is conducted for each of the models described below. (We suppress indication
of which model m is used from notation except where needed.)
The resulting estimated propensity scores can then be used in three closely related ways
— to construct weights for each unit, to match exposed and unexposed units, or to divide the
sample into strata (i.e., subclasses). We use (post-)stratification (i.e., subclassfication) on the
estimated propensity scores. Such stratification can also be regarded as form of nonparametric
weighting or a form of matching, sometimes called “blocking” (Imbens, 2004) or “interval
matching” (Morgan and Harding, 2006), that does not impose a particular ratio of treated to
control units, as one-to-one matching methods do. For very large data sets, such as the current
study, stratification has computational advantages over matching, easily supports a much larger
control group than treatment group, and the larger sample sizes afford using more strata than
is otherwise common.2 Together, these considerations motivated our use of propensity score
stratification.
The boundaries of the strata are given by quantiles of the estimated propensity scores for
each user–URL pair within each domain. For each domain, we use a number of strata J propor-
tional to the square-root of the number of exposed user–URL pairs, though any large number of
strata yields similar results (see Supplementary Information Section 2.1). So for each model m,
domain d, and j ∈ {1, 2, ..., J} we have an interval Qˆdj ⊂ [0, 1] of the scores between the j − 1
to jth quantiles.3 The strata-specific probability of sharing is estimated with a simple average
of the outcomes for all the unexposed pairs in that strata
pˆ
(0)
dj =
1
n
(0)
dj
∑
〈i,u〉∈C(d)
Yiu1[eˆd(Xiu) ∈ Qˆdj]
where C(d) is the set of user–URL pairs in the NECG from domain d. The estimate for a
2 Additionally, as discussed in Supplementary Information Section 2.3, the best available method for produc-
ing confidence intervals — a multiway cluster-robust bootstrap strategy — is inconsistent for nearest neighbor
matching, rather than stratification, on propensity scores. For smaller data sets without this dependence structure,
other recent developments, such as direct matching on many covariates could be preferable (Diamond and Sekhon,
2013). Post-stratification on propensity scores is not covered by some recent results by King and Nielsen (2015),
who argue against the use of propensity scores for matching.
3For some of the simpler models, discreteness in the estimate mean there are not J unique quantiles.
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particular domain d for model m is an average of the estimates for each stratum weighted by
the number of exposed pairs within that strata
pˆ
(0)
d =
J∑
j=1
n
(1)
dj
n
(1)
d
pˆ
(0)
dj .
Propensity score stratification thus results in weighting outcomes for unexposed individuals
in the NECG according to the number of exposed units with similar propensity scores. This
process is illustrated with J = 100 strata for a single domain in Fig. 1.
Estimates from multiple domains are combined in the same way by weighting the estimate
for each domain by the number of exposed pairs for that domain
pˆ(0) =
∑
d
n
(1)
d
n(1)
pˆ
(0)
d .
This weighted average of domain-specific estimates is then used to estimate the other quan-
tities of interest (e.g., δ, RR) in combination with the estimate of p(0) common to both the
experimental and observational analyses.
2.1.1 Efficiency
Even under overlap and conditional unconfoundedness assumptions, this estimator will only
achieve the asymptotic semiparametric efficiency bound for the ATT under stronger assump-
tions than some alternative methods (Hahn, 1998). If e(Xiu) were estimated nonparametrically,
then weighting by the inverse of the estimated propensity scores would be efficient Hirano et al.
(2003), and similar arguments apply to post-stratification on the estimated propensity scores
with a growing number of strata (Imbens, 2004). The sparse, high-dimensional covariates avail-
able here motivate instead using a parametric L2-regularized logistic regression, at the cost of
this asymptotic property. Alternative methods could combine this regularized propensity score
model with an outcome model to achieve efficient estimation (Robins and Rotnitzky, 1995;
Hahn, 1998; Imbens, 2004; Belloni et al., 2014; Athey et al., 2016; Chernozhukov et al., 2016).
In the present and similar settings, there are reasons to think the potential variance reductions
from modeling the outcome are small. In particular, with a rare (<0.2%) binary outcome, there
is little information in the outcome for such methods to exploit. We selected the present methods
in part because of their appealing computational properties forlarge data sets.
2.2 Sets of covariates
There are numerous variables available for the propensity score model.4 It is not possible or
desirable to include all the variables that an analyst could construct because of the work involved
in defining variables, the costs of increasing dimensionality for precision, and computational
4For example, an analyst could construct the individual–term matrix counting all the words used by each
individual in their Facebook communications; each of these thousands of variables could be used as a covariate.
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challenges in using all of them in an analysis. Furthermore, many situations may require that
investigators decide in advance what variables are worth measuring. In both of these cases, it is
standard practice to use theory and other domain knowledge to select variables. In the case of
peer effects in URL sharing, the analyst would select variables believed to be related to causes
of sharing a URL and to be associated with network structure (i.e., peer and ego variables are
associated because of homophily, common external causes, and prior influence). This is not to
say that the analyst must think each variable is a likely cause of sharing behaviors, but simply
that they are causes of sharing behaviors or are descendants of these causes.
Table 1 lists the variables we computed for use as covariates. These variables are each in-
cluded in at least one of model specifications, which are designed to correspond to selections of
variables that an analyst might make and to evaluate the contribution of different sets of vari-
ables to bias reduction. Model A includes all of the base variables. This model is expected to
have the largest potential for bias reduction but to also suffer from increased sampling variance.
In other settings, many of these variables might not be available to analysts. Model D includes
demographic variables only. At least some of these variables, or similar measurements, would
likely be available in many other settings. These are all expected to be associated with con-
suming content from particular sources. D can also be seen as a relatively minimal convenience
selection of covariates.
We consider two additional sets of predictors that can be combined with these sets of co-
variates. First, we expected that, by virtue of serving as measures of a user’s latent interest
in and likelihood of independently encountering a URL, variables describing prior interactions
with related URLs could result in substantial bias reduction. In particular, for some user–URL
pair iu, let same domain shares count the number of URLs that i shared in the six months
prior to the experiment that have the same domain name as u. Models that add this variable
are indicated with s; for example, Model As adds same domain shares to Model A. This allows
for straightforward evaluation of the consequences of using this variable to the observational
analysis.
We regard same domain shares as an example of more specific information about related
prior behaviors. In some cases, such information will be available to analysts. In other cases,
this information may not be available, or the related behaviors may not be sufficiently common
to be useful. In particular, if the focal behavior is new (e.g., a new product launch) or only
recently popular, then this information may be limited. In the present case, very few users
may have shared any URLs from a particular domain during the prior six months; that is, same
domain shares can be 0 for most or all users for some domains.
For this reason, we also evaluate models that include the number of times a user shared
URLs from each of the other 3,703 domain names; we indicate the presence of these predic-
tors with M, as this corresponds to the addition of a large sparse matrix of (log-transformed)
counts. These models have important similarities with the use of low-rank matrix decomposi-
tion methods in, e.g., recommendation systems: the L2 penalty results in shrinking larger prin-
cipal components of the training data less, where many matrix decomposition methods would
simply select a small number of components to use to represent the tastes of individuals (Hastie
et al., 2008, §3.4.1).
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Table 1: Variables included in models predicting exposure. The final column indicates which
base model specification include that variable. Some variables are transformed and/or contribute
multiple inputs (columns) to a model. †: Includes untransformed and squared terms, x and x2;
*: Transformed with log(x+ 1); ‡: Includes binary indicator, 1{x > 0}. All other variables are
untransformed; if categorical, one indicator (dummy) for each level is included in the model
matrix.
Category Name Description Columns Models
Demographics Age† As indicated on profile 2 A,D
Gender Indicated or inferred: female, male, or
unknown
2 A,D
Facebook Friend count Number of extant friendships 1 A
Friend initiation Number and proportion of extant
friendships initiated
2 A
Tenure∗ Days since registration of account 1 A
Profile picture Whether the user has a profile picture 1 A
Visitation freq. Days active in prior 30, 91, and 182 day
periods
3 A
Communication Action count∗ Number of posts (including URLs),
comments, and likes in a prior one
month period
1 A
Post count∗ Number of posts (including URLs) in a
prior one month period
1 A
Comment count∗ Number of comments on posts in a
prior one month period
1 A
Like count∗ Number of posts and comments “liked”
in a prior one month period
1 A
Link sharing Shares∗‡ Number of URLs shared in a one
month period
2 A
Unique domains∗ Number of unique domains of URLs
shared in a six month period
1 A
Same domain shares∗‡ Number of times shared any URL with
the same domain as outcome URL in
six month period
2 s
Other domain shares∗ Number of times shared any URL in
six month period for each of the other
domains
3,703 M
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2.3 Comparisons of estimators
To evaluate observational estimators of the relative risk RR and risk difference (or ATT) δ,
we use the NECG, as described above, to produce estimates of p(0) that make no use of the
control group from the randomized experiment. Recall that the experimental and observational
estimates of p(1) are identical, as they are both the proportion of exposed user–URL pairs that
resulted in sharing; thus, all discrepancies are due to differences in estimating p(0).
We compute the discrepancy between each of the resulting observational estimates and the
experimental estimates. Our focus is primarily on estimates of the relative risk RR. We also
consider the risk difference δ (i.e., the average treatment effect on the treated, ATT). For each
observational estimator m, we have two estimators, R̂Rm and δˆm. We generally take the exper-
imental estimates as the gold standard — as unbiased for the causal estimand of interest. This
motivates the description of these discrepancies as estimates of bias.
For the relative risk, we can compute the absolute discrepancy in the estimates, R̂Rm −
R̂Rexp. To put this is relative terms, we can compute the relative percent bias in the relative risk:
100
R̂Rm − R̂Rexp
R̂Rexp
.
For the risk difference, we can also compute absolute and percent bias, similarly to above.
Since the risk difference δ = p(1) − p(0) is bounded from above by p(1) (i.e. when the behavior
cannot occur without exposure), the maximum possible overestimate of δ is too large by p(0).
Thus, we can also characterize error in terms of this maximum possible overestimate, percent
bias of the maximum possible overestimate:
100
δˆm − δˆexp
pˆ(0)
where we assume δˆm ≥ δˆexp.
To account for dependence among observations of the same user or same URL, all confi-
dence intervals reported in this paper are 95% standard bootstrap confidence intervals robust
to dependence among repeated observations of both users and URLs (Owen and Eckles, 2012)
and accounting for the sampling error in both the experimental and observational estimates; see
Supplementary Information Sections 2.3.
3 Results
On average a user exposed to a peer sharing a URL (i.e., a user–URL pair in the feed condition)
goes on to share that URL 0.130% of the time, while a user who was not exposed to a URL
because that user–URL pair was randomly assigned to the no feed condition goes on to share
that URL 0.019% of the time. That is, exposure to a peer sharing a URL causes sharing for
δˆexp = 0.111% of pairs (CI = [0.109, 0.114]), and users are R̂Rexp = 6.8 times as likely to share
a URL in the feed condition compared to those in the no feed condition (CI = [6.5, 7.0]). These
are the experimental estimates of peer effects to which we compare observational estimates.
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Table 2: Comparison of experimental and observational estimates of peer effects. Esti-
mates of the probability of sharing if not exposed p(0), relative risk (RR), and the risk difference
(δ) for each model with 95% bootstrap standard confidence intervals in brackets.
Model pˆ(0) R̂R δˆ
AMs
1.751e-04
[1.563e-04, 1.940e-04]
7.44
[6.65, 8.23]
1.128e-03
[1.097e-03, 1.159e-03]
Ms
1.677e-04
[1.503e-04, 1.851e-04]
7.77
[7.02, 8.52]
1.135e-03
[1.109e-03, 1.162e-03]
AM
1.124e-04
[9.828e-05, 1.265e-04]
11.59
[10.42, 12.77]
1.191e-03
[1.163e-03, 1.218e-03]
M
9.989e-05
[8.855e-05, 1.112e-04]
13.05
[11.84, 14.25]
1.203e-03
[1.179e-03, 1.228e-03]
As
1.489e-04
[1.329e-04, 1.649e-04]
8.75
[7.80, 9.70]
1.154e-03
[1.127e-03, 1.181e-03]
Ds
1.469e-04
[1.318e-04, 1.619e-04]
8.87
[7.92, 9.82]
1.156e-03
[1.128e-03, 1.183e-03]
A
6.501e-05
[5.761e-05, 7.241e-05]
20.04
[17.82, 22.27]
1.238e-03
[1.214e-03, 1.263e-03]
D
5.806e-05
[5.018e-05, 6.593e-05]
22.45
[19.53, 25.36]
1.245e-03
[1.221e-03, 1.269e-03]
naive
4.567e-05
[3.842e-05, 5.291e-05]
28.54
[24.12, 32.95]
1.257e-03
[1.233e-03, 1.282e-03]
exp
1.920e-04
[1.845e-04, 1.995e-04]
6.79
[6.54, 7.04]
1.111e-03
[1.086e-03, 1.136e-03]
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The naive observational analysis, which makes no adjustment for observed covariates, con-
cludes that exposure makes uses sharing 28.5 times as likely (CI = [24.1, 33.0]). That is, it
overestimates peer effects by 320% (Fig. 2A-B). These results are also displayed in Table 2.
Because p(0) is bounded from below by zero (Fig. 2C), pˆ(1) = 0.00130 is the maximum possible
estimate of δ (i.e. if all sharing is attributed to peer effects). The naive observational analy-
sis yields δˆnaive = 0.00126 thus overstates δ by 76% of this maximum; in this sense it barely
improves on attributing all sharing to peer effects.
We then evaluate observational estimators that use propensity score models (Rosenbaum
and Rubin, 1983), which have been used in many of the most credible observational studies of
peer effects (Aral et al., 2009), estimated with L2-penalized logistic regression and varied sets
of covariates; see Fig. 1 and Methods. Only adjusting for demographic (D) or basic individual-
level covariates (A) resulted in similarly large overestimates by 231% and 195% (Fig. 2B).
One covariate measuring prior, highly-related behaviors was of particular interest and ex-
pected to substantially reduce bias a priori: For each user–domain-name pair, the prior same
domain sharing variable counts how many URLs from that domain name that user shared in the
6 month pre-experiment period (e.g., for the URL http://www.cnn.com/article_x,
this is how many URLs the user shared with the domain www.cnn.com). Estimators that ad-
ditionally adjusted for prior same domain sharing (Ds and As) conclude that exposure makes
sharing 8.9 (CI = [7.9, 9.8]) or 8.8 (CI = [7.8, 9.7]) times as likely — both overestimating the
relative risk by only 31% and 29%.
Rather than selecting a single measure of prior sharing (e.g., from the same domain) a pri-
ori, we can use a high-dimensional L2-penalized model including measures of prior sharing for
all other 3,703 included domains. To the extent that these measures are correlated (e.g., they
reflect interest in a common topic), the L2 penalty in the propensity score model can be inter-
preted as penalizing components common to many and popular domains less than idiosyncratic
components, as in widely-used methods for product and item recommendation. The model with
all 3,719 covariates (AMs), including prior sharing for all domains, eliminated 97% of the naive
estimator’s bias for the relative risk. This corresponds to concluding that exposure makes shar-
ing 7.4 times as likely (CI = [6.7, 8.2]). This point estimate is less than 10% larger than and
statistically equivalent with the experimental estimate of 6.8 (p > 0.05) . Instead of supple-
menting an a priori related covariate, as in this full model, such high-dimensional adjustment
might be used as a substitute when no such covariate is measured. In the absence of prior same
domain sharing, the sparse matrix of prior sharing for all other domains reduces bias (i.e., AM
compared with A, or AM compared with the naive estimator), but does not fully substitute for
also adjusting for prior same domain sharing (i.e., AM compared with As); see Supplementary
Information Table S1.
3.1 Heterogeneity by prior popularity
These results show that striking levels of bias reduction are possible when pooling across all
domains in our dataset, which aggregates over 11.5 million distinct behaviors (i.e., sharing
a particular URL). Much of this bias reduction results from adjusting for prior same domain
sharing, and over 58% of the exposures come from the top 10% of the domains, such that
16
the bias reduction obtained may largely be due to well-established, highly popular classes of
behaviors. However, much of the peer effects literature focuses on the early stages of the spread
of new behaviors [e.g., adoption of new products, opinions, or adaptive behaviors (Iyengar et al.,
2011; Ugander et al., 2012; Myers et al., 2012; Aplin et al., 2015)]. How much bias reduction
is possible for less common or newly popular classes of behaviors? We analyze the estimates
of peer effects for each of the domains with respect to how popular those domains are for the
6 months prior to the study (3,704 domains have at least one prior-sharing user in the sample).
Simple subgroup analyses on groups of domains defined by quintiles of prior popularity shows
that the observational estimators remain significantly biased for the least previously popular
domains (Fig. 3): For these previously unpopular domains (i.e., bottom quintile), all of the
observational estimates are substantively similar, but as prior popularity increases, substantial
differences among the estimates emerge. The domains that were most popular before the study
are also popular during the study (Supplementary Information Section 3.3). Thus, much of bias
reduction for the overall estimates (Fig. 2) can be attributed to bias reduction for the domains
with the greatest prior popularity.
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Figure 3: Estimated relative risk of sharing as a function of a domain’s prior popularity.
Popularity is given in terms of quintiles of the number of unique users sharing URLs from
the domain. For previously unpopular domains, all of the observational analyses are similarly
biased. As with the overall results in Fig. 2, estimates for URLs from domains that were pop-
ular prior to the experiment exhibit more bias reduction when adjusting for prior same domain
sharing and/or prior sharing from other domains.
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4 Discussion
The study of peer effects, while central to the social sciences, has been limited by biases that
have been difficult to quantify. Field experiments are a promising solution to these problems, but
restricting scientific inquiry about peer effects to questions answerable with field experiments
would severely limit research in this area (Christakis and Fowler, 2013): few organizations are
able to run experiments with sufficient statistical power to precisely estimate peer effects, it is
often impractical to run real-world experiments, and it is not possible to run experiments to
retrospectively study the contribution of peer effects to important events. We conducted the
first evaluation of observational studies of peer effects to use a large field experiment as its
comparison point. Treating experimental results as the “gold standard”, we find substantial
variation in how well observational estimators perform: analyses that only adjust for a small
set of common demographic and variables suffer from nearly as much bias as unadjusted, naive
estimates; but estimates adjusting for a relevant prior behavior selected a priori or thousands
of potentially relevant behaviors are able to remove the majority of bias. We note that this
bias reduction depends on the presence of meaningful variation in this prior behavior; newer
classes of behavior (i.e., sharing URLs from domains not previously popular) do not exhibit
this substantial bias reduction. With or without this measure selected a priori, high-dimensional
adjustment using thousands of potentially relevant prior behaviors reduced bias.
These results show how causal inference with routinely collected data can be improved
through both substantive knowledge and high-dimensional statistical learning techniques. Sci-
entists studying peer effects can use existing knowledge to inform the selection and construction
of relevant measures for adjustment. Our specific methods, granular stratification on propensity
scores estimated using high-dimensional penalized regression, are directly applicable to a num-
ber of data sets where measures of prior behaviors like those used in this study are available,
including online communication behaviors, purchase history data (i.e., “scanner data”), history
of drug prescriptions by individual doctors (Iyengar et al., 2011), or data from passive transpon-
der tags on animals (Allen et al., 2013; Aplin et al., 2015). The success of high-dimensional
adjustment here should encourage scientists to measure a larger number of prior behaviors and
to employ modern statistical learning techniques with large data sets for causal inference, rather
than just description and prediction (Varian, 2016).
This study should not be understood as validating all observational studies of peer effects
that adjust for prior behaviors. First, while this experiment includes millions of specific behav-
iors, they are similar to each other in important ways, and spread via the same communication
platform. Other behaviors may differ in their prevalence, size of peer effects, costs of adoption,
and the time-scales at which they occur. For example, the posited processes producing corre-
lations of obesity in social networks (Christakis and Fowler, 2007) occur over a long period of
time and are presumably the result of peer effects in many contributing behaviors (e.g., diet,
exercise). Second, evaluating observational methods requires considering how the resulting es-
timates are used by scientists and decision-makers. Many of the best-performing observational
estimators in this study still overestimated peer effects. How problematic such bias is depends
on the specific decisions made with such estimates (e.g., retaining or rejecting a theory, making
a change to a marketing strategy). Qualitatively, an exposed individual being 7.4 or 8.8 times
18
as likely to perform a behavior is similar to 6.8 times as likely, but such a difference could
matter for computing and comparing return on investment from, e.g., public health marketing
campaigns (cf. Lewis and Rao, 2015).
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